
 

AYSO REGION 34 

SPORTSMANSHIP GUIDELINES 

 

The Sportsmanship Director will record points in five categories that reflect the level of sportsmanship shown 

by each team in U7 through U14. These categories are (1) Conduct of Players; (2) Conduct of Coaches; (3) 

Conduct of Spectators; (4) Uniform Appearance; and (5) Courtesy Toward Referees.  All teams will start with 

the maximum five (5) points in each category (except in the Uniform Appearance category where the 

maximum is three (3) points).  When warranted, points will be deducted from the appropriate category. 

 

The referee team shall list the points awarded to each team on the back of the official line–up card at the end of 

the match. In addition the referee team shall provide specific explanations as required to inform the 

Sportsmanship Director of reason(s) for deduction(s) of points. 

 

All information provided by the referee team must be written clearly on the back of the card or on an additional 

attachment if required. 

 

Criteria for Deductions of Sportsmanship Points 

 

Five (5) points will be deducted from the respective Conduct categories: 

 When a player, coach, or spectator is sent off (red card) or expelled; 

 When offensive, insulting or abusive language and/or gestures are used toward anyone. 

 

One (1) point will be deducted from the respective Conduct categories for each observation: 

 When a player, or coach is cautioned (e.g. yellow card); 

 When a team leaves behind trash after the match. 

 

One (1) point will be deducted from the Coach category for each observation: 

 When the match card is improperly filled out on both sides; 

 When a coach is persistently outside of the coaching area;  

 When a coach persistently addresses players in negative manner (i.e positive coaching).  

 

One (1) point will be deducted from the Uniform category for each observation: 

 When any player is not in a regulation uniform. 

 

One (1) point will be deducted from the Conduct of Spectators category for each observation: 

 When spectators express repeated disagreement toward members of the referee team; 

 When spectators continue to interfere with assistant referee(s) after being requested to move; 

 When spectators intentionally decline to move to their designated side of the field or if they move to the 

opponent’s side of the field during the match; 

 When spectators use artificial noisemakers after being warned that their use is not allowed 

 

One (1) point will be deducted from the Courtesy Toward Referees category for each observation: 

 Repeated disagreement by players or coaches; 

 Continual interference with assistant referee(s) after being requested to move; 

 Deliberate delay in beginning the match or second half after referee’s whistle, or at substitution breaks. 

 

One (1) point may be regained for any one point deduction when the referee team notices before, during, or 

after a match, a particular action by players, coaches, or spectators which is exemplary of AYSO standards of 

good sportsmanship.  Referees should note such action on the match line–up card. 


